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• MARCH 15, 1988
Mrs. Wells Purdom
Hostess to Meeting
Of Bethany SS Class
Mrs. We Purdom was hi ‘-
tese recently to a meeting of tea
Bethany' Sunday School Claes ell
her heme on North 10th SITt. t
Mrs. Natemi Miller's group we.,
in Charge. Mrs. Ruth Houettin
VeaS the evertng's speaker
Mies-tens.
Mrs. Veeter Orr, predd'ent
"he doss, presided at the bual-
ness meeting. The Pewee wa:'
ded rated in arrangements
spring flowers.
A deesert plate was. served t •
the 22 members present.
R. C. Edlatsen al Bel" Id..
Mrs on an early March day.
at the dine. But It slid down.
a wool malt. (International)













United Press , IN OUR 79th YEAR
la, • ••••••••••.., • .•  Inv ow••••  a10111111111111.•
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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VANGUARD  IS PLACED IN ORBIT TODAY
Hundreds Attend Blasts RockJewish Centers
Bank Open House
•
Well over tire thousand peo-
ple attended the open here at
the Bian,it of Murray' ye:sten:lay
seetti approxerriaitely 1400 reaps-
teeing ter the three bonds which
wore given away this meaning.
Many peewees attended the :pen
h poet who ded rise register.
A large* crowd termed at 2:00,
,waiithr-vg for the opening which
began at 2:30. As gueses „intered
the I. of the newly reneetel-
bank. he ladies received a ear-
ns:when and a small vial of "My
Sin" perfume.
As they regestered. gentlemen
e vine:ors received a key chain.
b The receiving krie was can-
posed of the dirocturs of the
bank. Guests made their way
threugh the receiving kne ther
%Vent upetainselo the bookkeep-
ing department where wives of
'he directors and employ et s
eareed punch and cake.




none Mare/lug Stewart, age 60.
...pained away suddenly Friday
111  morning. March 14th at :he
NI-Bonet Hotel where she was
residing. The Mannings had been
residing at the hotel for the
past few months.
She is survived by her bus-
.and, Manning Stewart; one sis-
r, Mrs. Sam McGee. Arlington.
Va.. one half-sister. Mrs. Marga-
ret Carifio, Haverhill. Mass.,
• hree brothers. Bernard and Ed-
eart Coakley' of Haverhill and
Timothy Coakley, California.
Mrs.. Manning was a member
of the Sacred Hearts Parish of
the Catholic Church in Haver-
hill, Mass. where the funeral
will be conducted Tuesday at
9 a.m., with Michael Maddee,
officiating. The burial will be
in the Ernmaculate Conception
Cemetery at Lawrence, Mass.
The body was shipped Saturday
• night by the Max H Churchill




Mrs. George Goener. age 74,
passed away Sunday morning at
her home in Hazel. Her death
was attributed to complications
following an extended illness.
She is survived by avo daugh-
ters, Mrs. W. P. Russell of Hazel,
Mrs. J. B. White of Brewnsville.
Tennessee, one sister, Mrs. B. 0.
Summers. Memphis a n d one
grandchild.
go Funeral services were held to-
day sat the Hazel Methodist
Church at 2:00 p.m. with Archie
Morison officiating. Burial was
in the Hazel Cemetery.
The Miller Funeral Home of






Southwest Kentucky - Snow
accumeidling two lb four inches
this afternoon, diminishing early
tonight. Continued rather cold
tonight and Tuesday, with a few
eesnew flurries. High today near
IPA, low tonight 28 to 30. High
Tuesday in the 30s.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Paducah 32, Bowling Green 33.
Covington 29, Himkirtetelie 37,
leauisville 30. Lexington efl and ,
London 32.
Eeaesville, In 41..
medeled and reclecerrae ed • be-
g. nning before Chet,Ftroas. and
the tsp(11 hetese was delayed
until aessitenclay.
Exteneve u.se of marble, and
aluminum and glad; is used in
She cempletery recksegned inter-
ier of the hank, W:.1111 *3 greater
anveant c4 • since acconneliehed
by the rernecteeng.
Teger's and cashier windows
are Located on 1he este a: one
enters he bank, with ether of -
tees located on the left.
The' he ikkeeping department
is boated on the second floor
ef the bank, Which is observing
its 254h anniversary.
The winners of the three
bonds at the open house yes-
terday were announced Etti3
morning by the bank. Chief
Charlie Marr drew the three
winners this morning. MM.
Robert Boitnott of 701 Elm
won the 4100 bond. Mrs. Joe
Pat James of 600 Poplar street
wets .the $50.00 bond and Mrs.
M. G. Richardson of 407 S.
8th Street won the $25.00.
The bank has under-gyre a
treanendeue growth gime its re-
organization in 1933 when the
res. .uirceis amounted to $740.947.-
98 Resources as of Febresiry 11,
1958 amounted to $12,850,000.
The easr.tal structure of t h e
bank in 1533 any mrsted tr UL -
M.: and the capital etructure
as of February 11. 1958 amount-
ed to 8785,650.58.
The bard of. direches of the
bank is composed i4 Trerryt in
Beale, George Hart, L. L. Dunn,
J. D. Sexless, Marva n O. Wra-
thee, Max B. Hurt, L. E. Wyatt,
Dr. F. E. Onewhertt, all if whom
have been ,in the board fur
twenty-five years. and F. H.
Graham. Audrey Sunnier. Lu-
ther Ft • .bertsen, I. Wells Fur -
dern, Wells Overbey, Hugh Gin-
glee, and Dr. James C. Hart.
Ge age Ham is president of
the bank and Trernon Beale is





breakehreuetyse in the near fu-
ture that may teed to cures fur
carwer.
The foreehoter were .made by
ler. Jinn R. Heller. director of
the Nailetnal Cancer trials tut e,.
and Dr. Leroy E. Burney. U.S
-urge in general and head of the
Publiw Health Service.
They t eerie ed before a House
appresreateine eubeenrinetee last
mettle They testimony was
made public today.
Heller said current reseverch
sjeete. esteeesseesie meght
make e piasible "to immunize
man against the disease."
"So the stage is se and the
tame seerne ripe that mime Major
tertealethnitighs wii decor in this
area of aances reeeeedit," Heeler
said.
He motioned. however that
the We:mate cure of cancer
viould not be found overnight.
This was undenwored by ether
Peabbe Health Service testimony
bee we the game arboonwn I tiee
dewing ernacer deaths increased
cleaning 1957 from a rate el 147.9
per 100,000 peozenks in the popu-
latein in 1956 10 150.2 per 100,-
000
Thireey bold the subcommittee
that setentians in the past year
have nad "e 'Mimed successes in
the chemical treatment of 'a rare
butt highly Wel conicer thief de-
vele pee (1.11iting pregnancy." He
said that of 15 women treated,
in five the. mincer was com-
pletely allrgrau•ed and in five
others almost completely sear-
premed
SPACE AGE
HOLLYWOOD flP - HolIy-
wood has caught up wtath the
space age. Gene Fowler Jr., who
!tuft directed "I Was a Teen-Age
Werewolf." will preduce and di-
rect "I Married a Moneter from
Outer Spade." -
NASHVILLE. Tenn. Da -
Dynamite teees .reckei Jew' ti
civic centers here and in Neami
Sunday. teucteng off a wave of
angry reaction in both cities.
An anonym me- caller eeid the
Niaretyvele brinbing was the work
if et he Confederate u nate -
ground" 'and warned that other
Jewett inseeleatiene in the city
would be blown up. He also
threatened the tile of a federal
judge who ordered integratiirn
of Nashville sett.eolts.
Pierce and the FBI qincldy
conferred wttth U. S. District
Judge Wrileam E. Weer and
both. agencies kept his tragne
under verse Atm. ei Nance during
the night. City e.fficers a s o
guarded a -Jewish temple and
anether &sec cergaer. •
The N1.19hVd3V bombing came
at abut 8:30 pint c.s.e. 18 houns
after the Miami explosion. It
,ceterred in e front entrance
area, krywking out three Wass
dame escaping away part if the
ceieryg and beweing out some
ineede doors. Pollee said damage
was eetirriated at $6,000, "prob-
ably mere."
Citizens of both cities expres-
sed. deep anger about rthe in-
cidents and there were offers of
revea me rung ng from $100 to
$1.000 ear inforrrsati, in that





Fire alined completely de-
stroyed the' apartment house of
Albert Jones, of 1020 Clay
Street in Paducah Feeley even-
ing at 9:30.
Mr Burnet Wartereekl of
Murray IS the former owner of
'he dweleng having only re-
cently sold the structure to Mei
Wareerfield reported their
a number 4 people thinking he
still owned the apartment house,
had made inquiry tape learning
4 the dernaging bean
, The Paducah fire, depadmen:
was bble to put .ett :he fire
leer being summoned by Mr.
Overbey, a tenant in the dwell-
ing. The bailee was ataribeled
to faulty wiring. The building
was adequately covered with in-
surance, according to Mr. Wart-
vetted,
HOME ro ROOST Thls bird, a P-51 piloted by Eugene Moskew. apparently changed Its mine In
takeoff ai ,hanta Mines, Calif airport, and came right back hums tel t'uost Ln the hangar. Tee
petit was injured, but 40 persons in the hanre: escared. I I Hter mat tunril Sauna/Om:a)
Intramural Play
Set At Murray High
Murray High School will hold
their annual Intramural Tourna-
ment on March 17, 21, and 24,
sponsored by the Student Coun-
cil. On Monday. March 17, the
Junior girls meet the Senior
girls and the . Sophomore boys
battle the Senior boys.
On Feiday. March 21, the
Freshmer.4 4-4 play the Sopho-
more girl, and the Freshmen and
Junior boys meet_ On Monday,
March 24, the winners of these
games will patty in the finals.
The games will be held at
6:45 and 7:45 p.m. and admission
will be 15 and 25 cents. Everyone
is invited to attend 'hose games:
CEILINGS OUTDATED
LONDON IP -British Home
Secretary R. A. Butler is con-
s:tiering a boost in fines for
drunks to bring the payments
into line with present-day valu-,
Es of money.
Under existing le-gelation. the
.h.gh,erat fine that can he imposed
for drunkenees in England is 10
($1.40) and fir drunk-
en and disorderly behavior, two
pounds ($5.60).
444 Bills Doomed To Die As
Assembly Enters Final Week
By JAMES R. RENNEISEN
United Press Staff Correspondent
FRANKFORT, Mar et -
Some 444 bells arse resolutions
pee:ably will be choked to
death in the press -a. time lee-
r:eget as She General Amiegnbly
opens its final Week of delibera-
tit"m i
A 10-Piece orcheetna will pro-
vide the music fur the - wake,
and 'dancing girls, baton twirl-
ers. blues •ngeris and jugelers
wig turn the legislative hells
into a caudecIlle house in honor
of St. Patrick's Day.
The doomed legislation in-
chides these bills and reeeti-
Pions that have not been given
a firet reading in either house
of the General Aesernbly. Since
it takes five days to complete
the legiebteve tour, these meas-
ures that are not read tents:tat
will be kieled autem.atically.
-Many 4 these bills marked
err dee marten are thipticat es if
biLls thiat already have received
einem from one of the legiele-
eve branches but meet have
been bepatseed merely because
eerie coenrmittee considered them
had legislation or too trivial to
take the legiseaturces time.
A good portion of the legis-
lation that has not been given
a first, reeding are bills that the
acheenietra teen opposes or that
special int ereits oppose Strongly
enough to prevent committee
article.
Some of the doomed measures
A bee _to. authorize a Itarauty
the Kentucky Derby to fin-
ance a veteran's benus.
A bluil to ab...LiAh ths advisory
highway Cominesesionere created
by the 1956 General Assembly.
'rue pg.pogee:1• adassieutietnae
,amendmere to make the clerk (,f
the Court of Appeals an appoin-
tive officer..
A bili to outlaw pinball ma-
chines in Kentucky.
A bill to pr ?habit unfair trade
practices by cemeteries.
The erriertattnment at the j:iint
seeemon of the House and Senate
begaine at 8:30 p.m. -lifie'.*wevc
was arranged by Seri. C. W. A.
MeCarm (Deleauisesille) wee has
made his St. Patrick's Day cele-
bration a trachtein here since
he came to the 1E10910'in:re in
1948.
The thew will rncitsde what
McCann deacribes as "25 beauti-
ful Teeth girls d.ilnag Irish jigs,
Irish some. Irish Oherleettins,
and the Irish hubs."
Othea- features are a tap danc-
er, a baton twieler, blues singer,
acrobatic dancers and an pan-
hammist.
"All acts will be dreeved in
aramspaliate green casetumes."
McCann added.
If the House and Screate get
down to any eerieue work, there
are several core inyversial mat-
ters hanging fire in both eouses.
The House has the State Po-,
lice jurisdiction bill and the
UMW hospital bill both in a
posation to pair at any time..
The Senate hoe the lincaJ op-





WASHINGTON It? - A top
gesernment scientist disclosed to-
day .',bat the Navy's Vanguard
rocket has put teen objects In
orbit, the 3e4 pound baby moon
and the third stage rocket weigh-
ing about 50 pounds.
"I want to, emphasize 'that
we put tWe objects into orbit
with a :etat weight in execs,
of 50 pounds." Ds: -John P
Hagen. chief of the Vanguard
projec.. told reporters.
Hagen Wee annotiered that the
Navy will - 'Fry very •,on" to
put into orbe: the regular 21's
tech scientific satellite, which
originally w a a acheeuied for
launching be eig -e-ch I.
Hagen said that Vanguard 1
which went into orbit this morn-
ing. will circle the earth "for
a great many years - Certainly
it or 10 years." ,Fie said it is
circling the earth at' a speed
of 18,0e0 :‘, 19,000 miles an
itieer an • is taking about 135
min•- :, *to c ,nplete each trip
ermine the earth.
to . ti - t . around the earth.
. .11 Id I reaches a maximum
,-... h ef 2,500 miles and come=
. close as 4C, hides aboct
: c earth, accerding. to verb
sough preliminary calculalion.
H. this pee es et oe approx-
imately its urbiL Hagen sate.
"it will be a very long-lived
satellite." .
This compares with a maxi-
mum altirude of 1,575 and mini-
mum of 227 miles for the Army',
I- ' - •
Hagen said both miniature
radio transmitters in Vanguard






The It 'der Racers held their
ease nit race of Ate, season Fri-
day night at the Murray Re'Aer
Rink.
Setter divirene Jerry Neilson.
eon of Mr. and We. W. A. 'Nel-
son, waa out to defend its tro-
phy, wheb must b w n twice
n order to be kept. In the sixth
)•p. bowever, Jerry fol. . and
1.3tde Greenfield son of Mrs:
elleeley Greenteld. took top
heners, nye second retiree gild
mecbal went to Ternary Sniecy,
EE41 of Mr. awl Mre. Edgar Shir-
ley. Danny. Tie-riunan • a n of
Mr.- and Mrs. Lester Werkman,
wen the third peere silver m:sdal.
Jurvic.r Division's places and
as f ti ws: Tommy Wells. son
is!' Mr. Trent Wells, fine place
meibl. Bill Adorns, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William Adams,
see nel peace geld medal; and
13:-nr4 &TIM, sen of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbert Smith, third .plates
elver medal.
'Me boys tnee rented ---t h e
r nc te a session next Tueaday.
March 18. The boy, Will also
have a raffle for s-Ine cakes
and a skate case. In this way
the bays h Ile to reduce the
citeles of the club. Many parcree
Neve made deriations to help eat
the boss and we hope many
mere will du the same. In of-
fir.al said.
Mrs. Clifton Campbell
Is In Paducah Hospital
Mrs. Clifton Campbell cif Mur-
ray under went surgery at the
Baptist Hospital in Paducah Sat-
sada), morning. • •
seiceshingeeie-
Campbell may send their letter
or card to; Room 246, Efhptist
Hospital. Paducah, Ky.
AN EYE FOR HIS EYE-Singer Patrick Cardillo, 25, sits tn his
Everett, Mass., home watching TV with wife Barbara, 25,
apd feeling very. vety thankful he can see the picture, He
Is newly home from the Massachusetts Eye-Eai Infirmary,
where a corneal transplant restored his vision. He hopes
for maximum sight in the eye soon, and after that, a second
eye transplant. Two years ago seven members of the ('ar-
dillo family preyed to St. Lucy, who watches over eyesight,
and at that time they pledged their own eyes to the Boston
Ira. ow,. 11 ragierwaternad lloundpholo)
eve`
Navy Reports Satellite And
Last Stage Are In Orbit
CAP' CANAVE7AL. frustrations of the pa,'. The
- The Navy. 4eterrlieh3re.y hurl- ,problem appeeently was
ed a rew Arneecan set aelte 'Into
- nes eeny in th-s n ee of a
Vie-ward saheb evoreeme past
II •'..',:te7 in the bur eine flame
f a see eaceear 'sauteeing.
" Pree.d,:e Eisersie wer made
'he v.i'' reales 'Inn uric 'Anent
!he 'tie United Stets.; had put
a new baby, m n eel eel*
as' ,iene ,hs cer1 h- veill be cal-
let VergerErd I.
'After tie era hese 3:93p-eerie-
mrirt ai.cr ate thee the Van-
guard; a pcie.letten :hing of
kit/cry. 'beauty. c a a.4 ,:tf the
mantle of frv-.tteatien --and well
r :_ar eif teituneh hurtled
up 'Jet, Florida
Some .esse h urs aril 30 min-
tees after the 7:16 am. es.t.
",avrecting. the (ft dat ann lance-
men: was media m 'caching-
lists 'his 'he Nnvy hod aocem-
pe had what it dared nit hepe
f 7-.!he orbit teg of a new 'men
n 'he skiesi .
The anneuncement freed an-
xious watchers ist Cape Cana-
vecul of 1-ng weeks ef tense-it:et
that had -Wet up breugh two
aceee Vang4ard launch ng fail-
el::: and 3 th:ed 'et-rubbing."
The news touched off a wild
celebration in the blockhouse
hard by the. Vanguard launching
plat. form.
Two Short Sentences
The nation's Chief Executive
used jus: two shor. sentency
world the results of the miehty 
.t at sight. arid evide„ntlx stillre •make known to the avfree 
flying.
I Dmeat and toil that went 
intoaylight Launching Advantageous
The Vanguard was launched
sir daylight in order to provide
scien is; s v. ith optical tracking
missile. and Russia's Seutnile 11 
•
ferMaelon. and to give thc
in the great mysterious chasm 
little solar powered radio trans-
of space.. I-- niieer inside the satellite 'he
The Pre-klen said he had 
best cha-rice to perform oropery
jest, been informed 'that a small 
hem the s art.
setecle ha - .lieen t,laeel ri erbiti 
The s'atc:ete Wat' beeping as
around the earth by 'he van- 
he rocket. rose.. •
eard rocket." 
.But gravity and the intricaciese 
"The orbiting is part of a of hanging a .man-made moon
nseries of tests which will be ' 
the sky would fling their
conducted prior .o the launching 
greatest challenges at the soaring
ate
.4 -Vanguard satellites as 
part Vanguard far beyond the vision
of the United St s'- Ualeeeleallole 
I d man. In (Tier to go into
in International Geophysical furnft' srrenitr tra7.1n-br 
sprung
Year" the President said. 
free from the third sage some
cray's launching.
Vanguard I joined Explorer
I, fired by an Anna' Jupear C
• ureter) speedily.
Hi,h Pulsating Tone
That i ne neeessitaed -a six-
,':Mute "hold" in. the final min-
utes if today's ,countdown, 'This
was evidenAy clue to either some
eerier COW in the rocket which
had to be feted. or trouble in
he met f c'ectrenic tracking
end te.erne ering equipment
hich tecete keep tabs on :he
ceket as it rose.
The s ens' peeted up by re-
ceivers in Neev York carried
a eligh pulsating tone which
as heard for :he length of
:me a satellite would be ox-
- c71ed to remain in range if
it followed itS prescribed course.
The much delayed . Vanguard
lecke! trang triumphantly into
the . sky at last and flew out
f sigh, wi•h swif.- sure-winged
:ewer- cartyng its tiny "new
:noon" toward space.
This vet' knievn as "test se-
ode ,four." Two previous
iaunchings ended in dismal fail-
ure and a third earlier at empt
had to be "scrubbed" because
-of inochanical_ trembles.
de it butted into the Florida
skies ever the missile testing
center here 'he Vanguard's hide
flashed back sunrays a' the
reund. The beaches were bare.
perhaps because "birdwatchers"
acre skeptical I he Vanguard
would fly
But flying it did - tar, far
op into the sky until it was
300 miles above the ground,
Ira', cling herizere ally at fans
:astic 18,000 Miles an hour.
The firing - senuen&" button
was phad to achieve a fant 
pushed fter 
threeastic eieed , .1:- *CURS . ,1 ;worm attempts toof 18,000 miles an hour 3
4
tiu 
miles above the earth to get
into orbit. • '
It was the failure to get up
that of velocity that caused
failure of • the Army's Explorer 
II reently. 
• int/ orbit with Explorer I.c 
,The' Vanguard went into orbit'
a: 7:26 am. asite 10 -minute* F•
after it was blasted off in a 
•
irst Meeting
The baby moon, which sent
eage.hwarct a steady song of
eitimph tha' was picked up on
gnini-track and other receieets
spectacular firing of the 72-fee'
Vanguard missile.
• Near Explorer
The Navy satellite whirled
ge' the Vanguard in'o the air.
During that period-on March
5-he Army launched a second
Exteerer satellite with the.,Jelei•
ter C missile, but it failed to
earh near the Army's Explorer
I. which was blaeted up Jan. 31.
The teessetellites give the United
States at least rimier-kid super-
iceity over t h e Soviets. but
Sputnik II in orbit around the
globe is much heavier than either
U. S. "mien".
The Vanguard s a Ilite Is
spheeieitti its skin is of alum-
inum, and it is 6.4 enches i
diameter, and weighs only 31,4
pounds. It's about the size of a
grapefruit. The Army satellite
is shaped like e pencil. 'or a
bull, is about 80 inches long
and weighs 30.8 pounds.
Chances are that proud Ameri-
cans . will need a good pair of
binoculars and precisely the right
time of day to see their new
moon. And they may not be
able to see it then because it
is so small.
Detlev W. Br nit, president of
the National Academy of Sci-
ences and Alan T. Waterman,
director of the National Science
Foundation. announced the time
of the . orbiting shortly . after
the White House made the offi-
cial announcement of the suc-
tessful orbiting. .
The president was notifiete by
Waterman that the1U.6y sphere
had -been pee nee •elbit.
Things seemed to go sin.






The Call-way County Safety
C iuncil will held its fine- gen-
t oat meeeng on "Thursday,
M :eh 27. at 7:30 prn in the
C reuit ('oust Rolm in the court
owe All citizens of Can ;way
C -orgy are urged etas at'end this
meeti:ng so 'hat the edunell can
familiarize every citizen with all
phases 'of the safety pr (gram
and es future gear.
Each individual is encouraged
ti accept personal repnesibilite
f the seer in if highway
siafety pmbleini and secure, in-





• KENTUCKY' - Temperatures
fir" the five-day period. Tuesday
through Saturady, will average
8 to 13 degrees below the normal
of 49 degrees. Cookng trend
Tuesday remaining cold through
'he rest of the week Total
ranging from one-
tenth to ens-fifth- of an inch.









PAGE TWO 5E LEDGILR & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED by LEDGER TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Inc
Consolidation of the Murras• Ledger. The Calloway Tunes, and The
Times-Herald, October 20, 1928. and the West Kentuckian, January
1, 1942.
JAMES C. -WILLIAMS, PUBL.SHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, art not for the best
interest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 1368
Monroe, Merr.phis, Term.; 250 Park Ave., New York. 307 N. Stiehl-
gan Ave.. (Micas°, 80 Bolyston St., Boston.
Entered at the Post Office, adurray. Kentucky. for transmission as
Second Class Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in 1Sfurray,%•er week 20e, per
month 85e In Calloway and ..ijoining counties, per year, $3.50; else-
.'here. 65 ',121
MONDAY — MARCH' 17, 1958
BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Christ came into the world to save 
' I Timothy-"b15.
His serniont on Dee Prodigal Son taught
thit 'sinners ne6d only to turn round and re-
turn home.
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
New City Hall and Gas Building  $120,000
Sewer Plant Expansicia....   $125,000









Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & iImes File
L R. Putnam, Pruitanul tI Vo.ce at Murray State
College, received a Master hey, the highest award of
Lionism. at a meetineof•the Lions-Mb last week..
The auatu t.a.- presented by Fred Schultz. past dis-.
trict governor.
A jameu j2a.c.ked crowd of over :3.000 persons saw the
steamrolling Redmen of ..6rewers continue their smooth
ball handling and acc...rate shooting to run rough shod
over Maylield last writ to annex the First Regional
crown and a right to participate in the State meet this
week.
V. M. -Uncle Virg- Stubblefield, 81, died of a heart
attack at 3:30 o'clock Sunday afternoon. He was striken
suddenly at the home of his son. Cohen Stubblefield,
near Cherry.
Sunivors include one daughter and one son.
The Houston-McDevitt Clinic today closes its hospital
department arid. all -bed patients- will be admitted to
the Murray liospital after today, according- to Dr. Hugh
Houston. director of the clinic.
_ This mirrning there were 19 patients confined to beds
in the clinic.
Prof. -Fred Gingles, com.merce department head and
Prof. Esco Gunter. Vernon Anderson. commerce teachers,
attended a conference on business teacher education at






























ROY (WRONG WAY) RIEGELS
By United Press
The Hose Bowl football game
Whatever Happened To BENToN DEFEATS
•




ag reat rcletrse ent r. St REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPover the years but none :0compare with the wrong-way •Rcy Riegels, on Jan. 1, 1929
against Georgia Tech. Picking up
a Tech fumble in the second
period. Riegels first heaued in
the right direction held then
uneelen toward the wrong goal
line 65 yards away. Eventually
tUr. was hauled doWri by team-
mate Benny Lom a foot short
of the California goal but on
the next play Lom's punt was
blocked _az= he tried to boil
pul of danger. The ball hit a
Cal player In the end zone,
-rolled out of bounds and was
:bled- a safety. Georgia Tech won
by the, margin f. that safety,
8-7, though itegeis, in the sec-
ond half, played tremendous
fOoitrall.
Whatever happened to Roy
Riegels? Today he is a cannery
executive at WoodTS-nd, Calif.
Last fall, he revived the story
of his -famous Rose Bowl run.,
by penning a eympathetic note
; - a Los Angeies high school
-v who had done' the same_
- run the wrong W5y. •
CATCHES MINK
COLUMBIA, Conn. JP - Don-
ad Tuttle was out-foxed 'but
he didn't mind. He set a !rap
for a fox that had been killing




Iir IMO MUM I
OMNI ONO 111P111
NEW YORK tr -The admiral,
c mieete with the usual quota
et gold braid, was talking de-
fensively about football at the
U. S. Merchant Marine Academy.
The academy. at Kings lioint,
N. Y., has not been- anything
faintly resembling a juggernaut
.,since inatituting the sport with
great Iexpectalioris in 1945. In
13 seasons it has won only
37 of 109 games. hasn't scored
N' irt since the second tame, of
1955 and that means 22 garrios
in a row minus triumph.
"But we did beat Fordham
in 1946." Admiral Gordon Mc-
Clintock- 'asserted.
"Yes." said the man sitting




Even the admiral chuckled.
But the situation is no joke
to Harry, Wright. the man who
made the laugh-provoking re-
joinder Because Wright. quarter-
! nack of Notre Dame's unbeaten
1941 team and more recen:ly
I= assistant to Wally Butts at
I Georgia. is Kings Point's new
• gridiron tutor.
. Wright tint accustomed to
losing and the hi,ndsorne man
• uhi, was headed for Texas A&M
as rank Leahy.e assistant before
his Jorrner coach had to teith-
"draw from :he job is determined
to held a winning team. ,
"I don't have a direct lineBy UNITED PRESS
to our Lord and only He knowsNIT pt New York
the future." Wright says. "But
Frrst Round. ,
I'll promise you one thing. Our
0 Noon, 66 boys-will be in shape and they'll
i Pe.) 59
know how to block and tackle."
Quarter•Final Training, after seven years at
• •J itt. 1 a co-ed school, doesn't present
`Bio•seo. 79 St. J., elfin's 75 any training problems at all-
• NCAA Regionals male. Kings Point.
At Charlotte, N. C. "It's nice to know a guard
Championship stands at the. gate all night,"
09 U.S. Harry grinned. "I've been at
Consoiation co-ed schools where even if
ilai.a...t.ter. you,- nailed- --the - windows shut-
At Lexington, Ky. at nigh' in the atheitic dormitory
• ehampionship the boys would still manage to
. • re acky 89 N- • . Leone 56 get out."
Consolitioe Began Ambitiossly
..oria 98 Man.. 0 01















Kings. Point began its gridiron_
career ambitiously, booking such
•itans as -Marv:anel. Harvard.
Boston College. William a nd
Mary, Villanova. Yale and Col-
gate. But the Mariners had to
spend their sophomore years at
sea and the roof fell in. As
of now, the academy can boast
only of an unbeaten wrestling
team and a sailing :earn which
"is often undefeated."
; Wright knows it is a grim
challenge. But the Marines now
take sea duty in :he summer
ansi he has hopes of attracting
better players by selling the
Idea that graduates can step
into $10.000-a-year jobs as third
mates or third engineers. It's an
attractive pitch.
"I don't figure I'm. on a farge
white Ahorse leading a , charge
which.can't be. popped," Wright
expiains. "But we want :o
better football and bigger teams.
I think we can do it."
He just might, too. Harry
is a determined sort. He proved
that when he hitch-hiked to
Notre Dame, starred as 1 h
freshmen beat the varsity and
teon a varsity scholarship. One
thing kerns certain, King's Point
can't ,go any.. farther backwards
after 13 aching seasons in- which
it has been outscored by 692
points.
RUSSIAN WINS SKI JUMP
OSLO, ay 9' -Nikeay
Karnerisky of Buse.a won the
H.e.men-Kolies ski pimp-440r-
way 's most e- wet ed sixes ropily
--Sunday wh..e Asten Samuel-
Atuen of Sterambiat Springs,
(lilts. fine-shed 37th. I ern
KnuLsen of N •rw ay 1.t-.41 the
combined tale with Alfred Vol-
eekete of Hialeand Falls, N.Y.,
f. niehtng I9' h.
GAME RESCHEDULES)
CHAPEL HILL, N. C. -In
The U rev teat y • North Caro-
bask.uthall game wt h
Nitre Dazrie next year has been
scheduled for Jan a at' t P e
Lbarfre,te. N. C., coliseum. The
:we tentatively had been seeed-
lo meet ftri Feb. 14, 41




NEW- ).11K sti ir
'Yt r1:1.
• i„„ to 1 :: +•.111-4, track
N. 1' re
'-NOTHER WIN FOR GIBSON
cAllAt AS -T .1, - ranked











PALM _ BEACH, Fla -Panes',
5G rszalc.s dettated MAO,
3-6. 6-4, 6-3, .n thea pro tenres
PITTSBURGJI -C 'mull %tot
the tehm ohranio •mstnip in the-
Baleen 0.41eglarte Wreuelang
I urriament
_-•KANSAS CITY. Mo. -Te50,
nes-et Agri defeaied Western'
flirt 111.n..s. 85-73 :n the final round
of the NAIA Tourn-
ament.
MINNEAPOLIS Denver U.
w in the" SCA-A---7lteekey (them-




.NOW BASIN, Mari -Charles
Ferr.s df Men: GAL. will% the
sklorri event in the National
Alpine ski eisompeinships.
Sunday • .
PENSACOLA. — D u g
Ford of Mah•loae, N.Y., won the
Penaacoal Open golf tinarriament
with a 72-4sole wore or
-RIUSTA. Ga - Beverly
n krf Indio, w t-he
Women's. Titleholders g,.41 with
a 72-bole score id 299:-:
. MOSCOW -The :Vesserrw All-
Stars IsSIsey team re.. rooted 'he
t-ouring U.S. team. 2-1, ,n the
tr-e appearance' m tilt c orery
at an American 'hockey team.
C-




Indians 'Win Over 'Jets 64-60; Will Meet Daviess Co. Thursday,
Inc Benton High School rrunutes to deadlock the
lams of Coach Bill, Farris were score*. 11-11, at the end of :he
creiened First Regional Cham-
pions Saturday night after a
hard 'fought. 64-60, win over
county rival North Marshall be-
fore a sell-out crowd in -the
MSC Spurts Arena. Benton will
meet Daviess CouriTy, winner of
the Third Region, in the Ken-
tucky State tourney Thursday
night.,
Big J. D. Gemmel was the
stannout star of :he tilt as the
big 6-6 senior center led the
Indians past the determined 'Jets
uith a whopping 25 points on
11 field goals and three of four
charily trusses. Paul Dailey, 6-3
senior forward-guard added fuel
to the burning Benton attack
with 17 points on six field goals
and a perfect 5 out of 3 from
the Ire, throw Line'
11/0 ••=11, =NEM 111•0
Coach Babe McCarthy of
m,asissippi state Colve
TStraksville. Mississippi scouted
the regional finals here at
Murray Saturday night.
McCa.rthy is well known in
this area for his coaching
ability and the fine talent he
has developed at Mississippi
State. Murray fans have good
cause to remembei"0,19 Bailey
Howell, 6-7 Junior center, who
poured in 29 points to lead
the Maroons to a 75-57 win
over the Racers at MSC in
January.
In an interview with a
Ledger and Times reporter,
Coach McCarthy was lavish
in his praise of J. D. Caramel's
25-point performance for the
Indians. He was also impress-
ed with the play of guard
Billy Ricks of North Marshall.
In McCarthy'. words. "Cara-
mel looks as good to me as
did Bailey Howell when he
was a senior.- The coach
intimated he would make both
Gammel and Ricks an offer
for a scholarship at Mississippi
State.
McCarthy was littending the
game with an old friend, Jim
Garrison. Manager of Ryan
Milk Company. Garrison is
a native of Mississippi.
OlImM 1111
Benton tuok the ups-fling tip
but failed to score on the re-
sulting play. Both squads were
"shaky" in the opening minutes
as the evident pressure took It.
'till on the reflexes. One minute
and fifty-eix seconds after the
opening Halt, broke
tO___•see fielder 
North a 2-0 advareage. Doph
Larimer, added another basket
and alirriest three minutes had
gi one by before Benton broke
into the scoring column, on a
charity toss by Gamtnel, to trail,
4-1. Hall and Ricks ran the
. -tint to, 8-1 but Duke and
Gammel trimpied the lead to
three. 8-5, and Munn! Peck scor•
°do six straight points in the
People 50 to 80
Tear Out This Ad
...and mail it today to find out
how you can still apply for a
91.000 .life insurance policy to
help take care of final expenses
without burdening your 'family.
You handle the entire trans-
action by mall with OLD AM-
ERICAN of KANSAS CITY. Ni
obligation. Ni one will call on
you! •
Write -today. sidipte giving
your name, address and yeer
of birth, Mail 'to Old American
Insurance Co., 3 West 9th, Dept.
i.31687Kansas City, Mo.
. - •








The. North Marshall .Its .built
Irp a six-point lead on some
fine •shoo:ing by Billy Ricks
as the second period got under-
way. Tne Indians slowly pulled
up and big . Gemmel sank a
basket to push Benton out front,
23-22. Then Billy Ricks scored
eight straight points to give
North )4arshal1 a 310-25. lead it
halftime. •
Benton ici-o‘it the tip at the
beginning of the third quartet.
Gemmel pushed in a fielder,
Dailey followed thru with six
points and Joe Dan Gold hit
to put the Indiana back out
front, 35-34. Benton led from
cne to seven points un:il the
closing minutes of the stanza
when a Lar.rner. Powell and
Ricks combination temmed the
lead to three points, 45-42.
Ricks scored at the start of
the final canto. Paul Daasy. whq.
notched only two points in the
first half, kept banging away
with his swishing right hander
to, keep the Indians an the, lead
as North tried to close the gap.
North applied the all-court
press in the fourth period in
an effort to shake the Indians.
The Jets quite successfully gave
Benton trouble in bringing the
II down the court but could
r :shatter the traditional cool
the Benton Club.poise
Trailing b five points
less 'than four mbss&jys left. Jim-
my Lampley scored charity
toss to cut the gap to four, -54
J. D. Gemmel was called
charging as he drove for -
basket on the return trip d
court: Again Lampley went
the charily lane and this
sank two free' throws, to pull
within two points. 58-56.
looked like North might tie Up
the garni• at this point but Jer?
Hall was guilty of his f
personal foul and left the jail'
with 2:51 remaining. Gammel hit
two free throws to make it, 60-
56. a'he Jets Jost possession of
the ball and Benton began _to
stall.
Little Monte Peck handled the
ball superYBY in the stall that
was killing the Chick and North's
chances fir survival. Powell
committed -a foul but peck miss-




1 'ltis Part s
BILBREY'S
GOODYEAR STORE
210 E. Main Phone 886
.A •
to wore ,utcrOn the ieturn trip
dawn court Joe Dan Gold
broke free of the Jet defense
to make it '62-56, as North
Marshall tr le d desperately to
break up Benton's slow down.
Twelve seconds later Dailey
drew a trip to the. free throw
lane and connected on both shits
to give the Indians a 62-56
advantage. Monte Peck drew two
separate trips to the foul line
in the last 55 seconds but nos.sed
on both occasions. Ricks and
Lampley got in A fielder each
in the closing seceincis to account
for the final score. 64fre0...
Benton was now one of the
"sweet sixteen".
As the closing horn sounded
Benton fans rushed onto the
floor hording_ Coach Bill Fans
and the players to their should-
ers. Clamoring fans carried big
Gammel to the goat where he
stripped the net rot the Indian
trophy case
Tournament manate r,
Alexander, made the presentation
of the runners-up anti cham-
pionship trophey to North Mar-
shall and Benton respectively.
J. D. Gammel and Billy Ricks
shared scoring honors with 25
Pi-ints each. Ricks scored on
10 shots from the field and five
nut of six, free :hriivcs. Benein
hit 28 shots trim the field as
compared to only 23 for the
Jets but North hit 14 of 17
foul shots 182'1) while the
Indians connected on 8 of U
Liar throws 172%). North Mar-
shall aas charged with 13 per-
sonal fouls arid victorious Ben-
ton with 12
First Region Championship •
Benton  11 25 45 64
North Marshall .... 11 30 42 6u
Bentow (64)
Dailey 17, Gold 8, Peek 4,
Gamine! 25, Peck 8, Duke 2.
North Marshall (60)
Lampley 15. - Lawler 8, Hall
8, Powell 6, Ricks 25.„,
AUSTIVAN TAKES DOWNHILL
ZER.MATT. Sw.tzerland 3P --
Toni Mark Auter.a won thi.
I Gernergret De rb y
downh.11 ski race sundae in 7
rn.nutes, 0.3 sec rids, whIle Son-
ja- Sperl moat) and Erika
Netter of Aufar.a tied her fuse
.n the w men's cr.eugor). _Anse:n-
(9RM Terry ?aid and Tarreny Dix
fin:shed 14th and 16th, rctopesz-







































NEW ORLEANS -A 10-
ri.und bi sat scheduled tonign'
between third - ranking lt1f -
weighs c..nit ender Ralph Dupe:
f New Carleton: a n d Ham' n
Fuentes of Los Angeles has been
postponed because Dupes Nis
sire throat and low bibm1 pres-
fr
eathereitakes
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS









Infants 51/2 to Boy!!
$495 " $495
Largest Selection In Our History
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al shots (82%) while t he
Mans connected on 8 of 11
w throws 172%). North Mar-
ail was charged with 13 per-
sal fouls arRi victorious Ben-
with 12
First Region Championship
mon  11 25 45 64
irth Marshall   II 30 42 60
Bentort (ea)"
Dailey 17, Gold 8. Peek 4,
immel 25. Peck 8, Duke 2.
North Marshall (60)
Lampley 15, • Laranier 6, Hall
Powell 6, Ricks 25„
1STR!AN TAKES DOWNHILL
7.E1LMATT, Swiszer!and l -
ni Mart of Austr.a won the
ir-rrule Gernergrat Derby
ante& ski nice Sunday in 7
flutes, 0.3 scc nicks while Son-
SperI of G miens and Enka
'tier of Austr.a tied fur host
the w wneri's category ..Ameri-
ne Terry &xi and Tammy Dix
Lewd 14in end 16:h, rovpec -
'Cy !n the w merCi race.
BOUT PO STPON E
S.1EW ORLEANS IP -A 10-
ma to tat scheehiled tonight
Avt.cn - ranking
ight cssitersier Ralph Dupes
New Oilcan: a n d Harmon
erees of Los Angeles htis been
Spieled because Dupes has a
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as per wont ter ono day, minimum of 17 wards tor 110e So per word foe throe *lye. Gaaaeltled sae are payable Is advsswo.
I Male Help Wanted I
WF HAVE an opening for a
%%nth State Ineuzance
( Kenttscky. Write etahrtg
indomintion or call in per-











Woo Up To $140
Ihir Week
We will train personnel from
Imo immediate area. No prey.
toua . experience necessary as
d thormsa accepted will be trained
Winder the supervision and
j 
'guidance of our organization.
.: Witt will train and work on
practical equipment. This will
be arranged so as not to in'




If you wish to discuss your
qualific•tions with our per-













SINGER Si-wing Machine Sales.
Service on all mAkes. Phone
Leon Hall, 9344 before 8:00 or
after 4:00. A.12C
-Mattresses Rebuilt lute new.
West Ky. Mattress Mfg. 0o.,
Paducah, Ky. Murray represen-
tative Taber s Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549. TM
FOR RENT
HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. Wax-
ers, orbital sanders, 'vacuums,
Lawn rollers. Starks Hardware,
12th and Poplar. Phone 1142.
TFC
2 ROOM furnished down stairs
garage apartment. 1 mile from
college on Coldwater Road. Call
380-J or 1625. MI&P
FEMALU HELP I
MAKE MONEY at home /Mem--
Wang our iteans. No tools. Ex-
perience unnecanary. Lee Mfg.,
8507 -W. 3rd., Los Angeles 48,
Calf. MI7C
TEACHERS!
Opening for ambitious teach-
ire willing to work
40 hours per week for income
that will exceed 9100 per
week. Do not answer this un-
less you are free to work
from 8 to 10 weeks this sum-
mer. Give age, subject or
grade teaching and wheel), In




9 MILK GOATS, eorne register-
ed, two freaks others to freshen.
See E. C. Morton, 51/2 miles
south of Lynn Grove, at Tay-
lor's Store. M17P
CLUB HOUSE, on shores of
Kentucky Lake. Ideal for two
parties or some club, beet fish-
ing on Ky. Lake. has five rooms,
screened porch 20 x 60. Easy
terms. For information write
Box 807, or call 36, Paris, Term.
Ml 7C
NEW BRICK 2 bedroom house,
electric heat, double garage, one
acre land, 1 male from Murray
on Coldwater Hwy. 1t W. Boyd,
Route 1. MI9C
156 ACHES of land 51/2 miles
N.W. of Murray, south of Coles
Clamp Ground ohurch. Robert
Orssusc, Rt. 2, . Murray. Phone
949-R-4. M19C
HOUSE TO BE wrecked and
moved. Good cough lumber.
Call 570-M for further informa-
tain. Ml9P
Position Wanted
PART TIME work as meat cut-
ter or grocery clerk 'Age 43, 25
years experience. Familiar with
self - service meal department,
can cut by hand or power saw,
wrap, label merchandise, etc. In
business for self for nine years.
Write Box 32-N. M 17C
LOST & FOUND
LOST: Dentai braces. Wire and
pin Itioste. Resembles bridge
without teeth Reward. Phone
1765-J. 'Mac
MZILIXAMX:rt
illitrafPf#47#DM Sy WILLIAM FULLER
=737.w-a ,1":
t 11 •.* IIAPPENED
. U,J 0.4.0 &lin up'
Ic  u.. - y •rr Miami
L  for a is •scati.in from
h hart r tr Awe nes& he became
ea., .eri.e.1 hi an int' igue As he Wall
Lemg turned •way from s hol•I be-
rause he larked a rerenation. • vitt
he it heti., wren before greeted him
at, of., nam e and insisted that U10
riers gi•e him • room
• .9.1e eras Matt. Blanding. -dancer In
U. nom show o' the hotels night
dhe had sin.0cd out Brad As a
prolix tor against • man who was
sp) mg on her meow ingly She Sid
dot want to appcal to pull, e beciume
▪ was fearful of the consequences.
Les being for details Marta
:49.1.1
 
of ige /134""plafshwe Ori$250kn°,00Dwil-
5.1- promised thu half if he would
prute.1 her 1111 she recmered it
Brad Wu to meet Marts at her
ego ana aljer the cvening show ile
fourd la cabana unoccupied and
. • bl,sotelains were on the rug.
t.,, lira,/ left the plate as he
hod found it When picked pp hy the
pollee for questiu.ning the n5gt morn-
ing Read 4W no t,.11 them he found
• s np of per there Marin,- the
I, and 114 fir.luN of 'lark Forbes-
Upon being released Brad wen( to s
newepaper ofil. e to seek in tts fins
information about lark Forbes who
9,15ngel• dieapp..sred Ile followed
up a load the newspeper flies gave
bin) 1,y dUcationInd Forbes' former
Picol,.7er, T  Lear Lear. While
warning Brad to drop the came. let
Sip the name of Joan Morris. • girl
fi lend of Forbes' .
CHAPTER 12
TAN' MORRIS. Lear had said.
J It wait the only lead I had.
Anal so I called Joan Morris.
There were three in the book.
he first one I called ran a board-
()use and mounded like seven-
ty necond one didn't answer
The third one had an eager,
yruinglah voice. I rould hear music
In the background and bonnie
Of voices,
wits getting a little weary of
milting like a writer. .So I said
I'd been • friend of Jack Forbes.
said I'd met Jerk shortly be-
fore he'd died and he'd told me
about her and had asked me to
look her up when I was next in
Miami. I'd said I would. And
here I was.
She V.' Rd silent for a moment
rind I was afraid she might brush
m• off. But then she said in a
small, sebdued voice. "Well. I'll
be here for a couple of hours,
nnyhow. Why don't you drop
by?"
I sold I would. The address she
gave me was tor the -Beach,
couple of miles south of my hotel.
I told her I'd meet her in an
hour and a half. That would give
me plenty of time to drop by my
hotel for a shower and a change
of clothing. I'd "thin be able to
Pick up any news of Marta that
Wee have come in.
The 'leek clerk at the Rtratford
Arnie stared at MC and )(wallowed
nervously. I'd obviously become
n notorious figure Marta, he
told me in n quavering voice, was
still missing
I took my key and went to my
room.. I opened the door Two
men were in my room. One of
them' ienned against the dresser
The other fun in the chair by the
window- the one Marts hail sat
In when She'd corns. to my stiOni
•
The roan in the chair was
Wade, the detective lieutenant.
"Come in, Dolan," he said.
"Gee," 1 said. "Thanks."
"Where've you been?"
"Well, let's see. Just after 1
left you this morning. I knocked
off a small loan company on 17th
Street. You might have heard
something about that. And then
there was this old lady--widow-
woman, she was. I didn't really
mean to hurt her, but obi
screamed and I got my hands on
her throat, and I guess I just
sort of blacked out, and-"
Wade interrupted me. 'We
have ways," he said, "of taking
care of jokers. Where've you
been?"
I shrugged. "After I left you
I went to the Miami Gazette's
library. I told you I've been out
of touch with the news for • few
months. I went there to catch
up on things."
"Any specific things?"
He was persistent. "Like the
Jack Forbes murder?"
"Who ie this guy Forbes? I
mean I know who he is, or was
-I found that out today. But
why keep throwing him at me?"
"Never mind," Wade said.
"Where else did you go?"
"To see a friend"
"The friend's name!"
1 could nee no percentage in
Lying te him. "Tom Lear," I
said,
lie scrisbled in a notebook_
"Where'd you meet him?"
"In a barroom on Key Bis-
cayne. The Riptide."
"What's Lear do for a living?"
"Ile operates an air service."
He wore a self-satisfied look
now. 'That wouldn't by any
chance be the Caribbean Air
Service, would it?"
"Yeah. I think so, now that
you mention it."
"Isn't that where Jack Forbes
used to work?"
"I think Lear mentioned it."
"What's your angle, Dolan?
What are you trying to find?"
I walked armee the room to
Wade. "Now, wait a minute," I
raid. "First of all I think I re-
member reading somewhere that
you guys have got to have a
search warrant before you can
bust Into a man's room like this,
And go through his' things, the
way I'm sure you characters
have. And second of all I'm get-
ting a little sick of. being pushed
around! I told you all I know
this morning. I came here look-
ing for a couple of weeks' fun
and relaxation and I hadn't been
here five minutes before I found
'myric44- up to my ears in some
'wet of a mess that I don't even
understand. The broad's missing.
All right. Pm sorry. I hope no-
body's hurt her. But I hardly
I knew her, and I certainly didn't
'have nnything to do with her dis-
appearance- •grit through
'old newspaper' trying to find out
who Jack Forbes was, and v.S. •
he had to do with thing.. A...
so 1 met his ex-boss and asked a
lot of questions about Forbes 1
still haven't found out what ne:
got to do with things. And if
you hadn't thrown his name at
me this morning I'd have had no
reason to try and find out whO
he was, what his importance
might be to this mess. I had to
do something to try and clear
myself. I couldn't-and can't just
sit around and wait for you char-
acters to find a body and hang
a bum rap on me. Forbes was a
tramp pilot. He got in some sort
of mesa down In Coronadcs and
got himself knocked off. That's
all I know."
"That's quite a speech, Dolan,"
Wade said.
The other man hadn't opened
his trap until then. "What're we
waiting for, Ed," he said. "Let's
take him in."
"Take it easy*Bill." Wade said.
He turned` to me. "So you told




"You heard me," I said. "Now
If you guys don't mind clearing
out I want to shave and shower.
I've got • date."
"A date with who?"
"Whom," I said. "Audrey Hep-
burn. Now how about It"
"How much stuff you gonna
take from this wise guy, F47"
Wade's buddy wanted to know.
"1 don't think you told us
everything. Doian. I think .you
forgot and left out one or two
things. Maybe I tan nudge goer
memory. Sometime la* night-
or early this morning-after 2:15,
when Marta Blanding was last
seen, and before 6:15 this morn-
ing, when the messed-up cabana
was discovered, you were in that
cabana."
I knew then what his game
was. But I'd bluff it out till he
showed me his hand. "Yeah?
What makes you think that?"
"I don't think you're as stupid
ax you sound, Dolan We didn't
fingerprint you this morning be-
cause we weren't booking you.
But your prints are on file In
Washington, just like several
million others. We got 'em down.
here, Dolan. Maybe you didn't
know they could send finger-
prints over the wire now, did
you, Dolan? We got 'em down
here, Like I say. And you want
to know something. Dolan' Those
prints matched prints taken off
the inside of the sliding glens
door to the main portion of Marta
Ellnndinitori eabena. Remebody=
and I ewes it goes without say-
ing that we know who that was
-had made a cleimsy effert at
wiping those prints off the glass.
With a handkerchief or a shirt
tail or some sort of cloth. What
do you think of that, Doinn?"




We would kke to expresa our
thanks to each and every one
of our fine friends, netighbors
and _relataves for their prayers,
kindness, sympathy, and help in
every way, which was given U3
in the illness and death of our
loved one, Jewel Holley. Words
camel: express our thanks. We
especially want to thank the
docesus and nurtses and those
who gave' bdood, also the Miller
Funeral Hume for their kind-
ness. Also the pallbearers and
Bro. Hill, Bro. Turner fur their
prayers and consoling words.
The singers and pianist of South
Pleasant Grove for the smuts.
The flowers were beautiful. And,
bur the friends_ who brJught in
food and for everything else
that was dune for us, was very
Much appreciated. We would
Like through God's help and this
means, to thank everyone of
you. as 'it would be impossible
tor us to thank each one per-
sonalty.




money during your spare hours.
Mrs. B. averages $1.62 per hour.
Jt1eanut wank_ No car or even;__
nig work required. Should have
12 or more spare hours per
week. Write Mrs. Bette Piercey,
P.O. Box 10043, Jackson, Tenn.,
or phone Jackson 2-1880 after
8:00 p.m. 11 rural include direc-
tions to biome and phone num-
ber. M I 7C
Services Offered
DEAD STOCK removed tree.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long dietetics
collect, Maytlflid 433, UniOn City
1308. A7C
TO ATTEND CENTENARY
THE HAGUE, Holland 'LP -
Prince Bernhard will leave ear-
ly in Mii y flue• tea scheduled trip
to Canada and the United
States. He will go first to Van-
couver on 'the occastuel of the
Cehterwary celebrations a Bri-
tish Columbia. Then he will go
flo San Francisco, Washington
and New York before leaving
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United Prow Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON 11"/ -The Ugh,-
er side of Congress:
His younger colleagues - and
that includes pretty nearly
everybody in congress - were
variously amazed, unbelieving,
and . --eriVtous- when-Rep. Usher
L. Burdick (R-N.D.) took himself
a third bride.
- Burdick is 79 and just barely
recovered from a long hospitali-
zation for a variety of ailments.
The new Mrs. Brudick is 30-ish.
She is pretty and trins,aa Usher
is weather-beaten well -
ample.
Old man Burdick, as he tends
to be known by some of the
junior septuagenarians, mere
sexagenarians, and other young-
sters in congress, now has gisen
a hint of his . secret. He keeps
fit with wheat gerno.
Down near the bottom end
of the time-table in congress
is Rep. Erwin Mitchell (D-Ga.),
who rook his seat in January
at age 33. Mitchell, during- a
meeting of the house 'veterans
commitee, was apologizing to a
witness for his inexperience, lack
of seniority, etc.
The witness was Maj. Gen,
Melvin J. Maas, a former house
member from Minnesota, one of
the many two-party states where
congressmen regularly have to
fight for their seats, sometimes
"twice in a year, in-the primaries
and again in the general elec-
tions.
It always has been a sore
point with these members that
those from one-party states like
George, once in., tend to stay
in, surviving their way inexor-
ably upwards to the committee
chairmanships and other posi-
tions of congressional power. •
So as Mitchell spoke modestly
of his lowly status Maas, himself
one 'of those who finally failed
to come back, grinned. s
"Coming from where you do,
Congressman Mitchell," he re-
plied with what sounded like
resignation, "that will be cured
by time."
On the other side of the capi-
tol the junior member is Sen.
Frank Church (D-Idaho).Church,
at 33, is one of the senate's
most unfettered orators. How-
ever, with only a little more
than a year's service in this
gentleman's club where tenure is
reckoned in decades, he has as
yet only a nodding acquaintance
with the rules.
One of these is that senators.
While speaking must stand 'at
their desks. But Church isn't
given to standing still while he
talks. Debating the problems of
mail men recently he ranged
far and wide over the floor,
oarrying his message as by
special delivery te shocked in-
dividual colleagues.
Only when he was spent did
WATERY LEATHER
LONDON tfl - Moscow Radio
reported that the Russians now
are making shoes out of whale
skin.
Sen. Frank Carlson (R-Kon.)
remind him of his peregrinating
transgression.
"I was wondering if the gent-
leman from Idaho was operating
as a city carrier or a rural
carrier?" Carlson inquired, ever
so gently.
Rep. Omar Burleson (D-Tex.)
told his homefolks the other
day that what causes much of
the trouble in Washington is
a combination of wide mouth
and narrow mind.
Getting down to specifics, he
said one problem is what to
do about farmers. Arid this re-
minded turn of (She dog that
ran„ after the freight train.
The dog had no trouble ate
all catching the train, but then
he ha d a hard time doing much
with it.
Murray Snyder, an assistant
Defense secretary who has been
under attack in congress for
alleged secrecy -in he Pentagon,
)went before a house armed
services subcommittee this week
to say it isn't so that he bottles
up news.
Unfortunately reporters could
n't cover his congressional ap-
pearance. T h e subcommittee
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JUST A FEW SHORT DAYS AGO
ABB* SCRAPPLE RECEIVED A
LETTER THAT HAS TURNED
















by Raeburn Van Buns
IT'S A CRIME FO' HIGH-
SPRRITED GALS LIKE ̀/O.
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BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Christ came into the world, to save sin-
ners. 1 Timothy 115.
His sermon on. tits Prodigal Son -taught
that sinners need only to turn _round and re-
turn home.
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
New City Wall and Gas Building  $120,000
Sewer Plant Exthinsion  $125,000









Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & l imes File
- L R. Putnian, Prulessor of Voice at Murray State
College, received a Master - Key. the highest award of "since instituting the sport with
'Lionism. at a meeting of. the Lions'Club-last,week. • great expectations in 1945. In
The awlciu t.ss presented by Fred Schultz, past dis- 13 seasons it has won only
Irict governor. 37ssof 109 games, hasn't scored
A Jameu•pac-keci crowd 4r; iii er 3.000 persons saw the a Win since the second game of
steamrolling Redmen Of r:rccvers continue their smooth 
1955 and nithat means 22 games
ball handung And accuratesoosting to run rough shod 
in. Ba urtow,ae inthusd trivamt phF.ornnam
over Mayfield last night to annex the First ktegional in 1946,' Admiral Gordon Mc-
crown and a right to participate in the State meet this
week.
V. M. "Uncle Virg- Stubblefield. 81, died of a heart
attack at 3:30 o'clock Sunday afternoon. He was striken
suddenly at th,e home of his son. Cohen Stubblefield,
near Cherry.
Survivors include one daughter and one son.
The-Houston-McDevitt Clinic today closes its hospital to Harry Wright. the man who
department and all "bed patients" will be admitted to made the laugh-provoking re-
the Murray Hospital after today. -according to Dr. thigh' 
joinder. Because Wright. quarter-
Houston.
o
 director of the clinic. 
back of N tre Dame's unbeaten
This _morn 
1941 team and mote 
recen:lying' tffere were 19 patients confined to beds •; an assistant to Wally Butts at
in the clinic. . • • Georgia. is Kitngs Point's new
Prof. Fred Gingles, .commerce department head ancl.gridirren tutor.
Prof. Esco•Gunter. Vernon Anderson. commerce teachers, . Wright noel accustomed to
attended a conference on business teacher education at ̀iosing and the hndsome man
Indiana University. March 12 and 13. ,
-- --- 
____ — — as rank Leahy'e assistant before
i who was headed for Texas AacM
his ,former coach had to with-Coliege Basketball . draw from :he Job is determined
Results to field a winning team.
By UNITED PRESS 
"I den' have a direct line
to our Lord and only He knowsNIT at Nese York
the future.** Wright says. "But
First Round I'll' promise you one thing. Our
N . st - 95 N...ears 86 boys- will be in shape and they'll
F : . eta S' Fr.ise. lat..) 59 know how to block and tackle."
. Ouarter•Finat Training, after seven years at
.1 is. s 71 U as '70 • a co-ed school, doesn't present
Whatever Happened To
ROY iw.RONUG, WApYri RIEGELSB BENToN DEFEATS N.M. Elms FoN
The Rose Bowl football game -
run by 'California's great center,
has produced many a controeersy 011 it. REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
user the years but none :o
compare with the wrong-way
Roy Riegels, on Jan. I, 1929
against Georgia Tech. Picking up -
a Tech fumble in the mean('
period. kiegeLs first heaaed in
the right direction aria then
wheelea toward the wrong goal
line 65 yards away. Eventually
he was hauled down b.s team-
mate Benny Lom a foot short
of the ;California goal but on
the next play. Lom's punt -was
blocked as he tried to boot
pul of danger. The ball hit a
Cal • player in • the end rune,
rolled out of bounds and was
ruled a safety. Georgia Tech won
a--the margin of that safety,
8-7. though I-begets, in the sec-
ond half, played tremendous
tootball.
Whatever happened to Roy
Riegele! Today he is a cannery
executive at Woodland. Calif.
Last fall. •he revived the story
of his - famous Rose Bowl -rtin
by penning a sympathetic note
' m a Los Angeles high school
boy who had -dony the same
thing — run the wrong way.
CATCHES MINK
COLUMBIA, Conn. tP — Don-
ald Tuttle was outsfeixed but
he didn't Mind He setssa• srap
for a fox that had been killing
his chickens and caught a mink
.nstead.
Today's Sport Panicle
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NEW YORK If —The admiral, Boston College, William and
c mpiete with the usual quota Mary, Villanova. Yale and Col-
'
et gold braid, was talking de- gate. But the Mariners had to
lensieely alSout football at the spend their sophomore years at
Merchant Wehrle Academy. sea and the roof fell in. As
The academy, at Kings Point. of now, the academy can boast
N. Y., has not been anything only of an unbeaten wrestling
faintly resembling a Juggernaut team and a sailing team which
ttts often undefeated."
Wright knows it is a grim
chalignge..But the Marines now
Wee sea duty in the summer
in he has hepes of attracting
better players by selling the
idea that graduates can step
into 510.000-a-year Jobs as third
mates or third engineers. It's an
attractive pitch.
"I don't figure I'm on a farge
white horse leading a charge
which can't be stopped." Wright
explains. But we want :o play
better football and bigger teams.
I think we can do it."
He just might, too. Harry
is a determined sort. He planed
that es-hsn he hitch-hiked to
Notre Dame, starred ,as t he
freshmen beat the varsity and
won a varsity scholarship. One
thing seems certain, King's Point
can't go any- farther backwards
after 13 aching seasons in which
it has been outscored by 692
points.
Clintock 'asserted.
"Yes." said the man sitting




EVen the admiral chuckled.
But the situation is no Juke
1•2 79 IV-srs75 any training problems at all-
NCAA Regionals male Kings Poise.
At Charlotte. N. C. "It's nice ,tu know a guard
Champ•onship stands at the gate all night."
Tills - tr9 Harry grinned. ' "lie been at
Consolation _ schools where even if
.: .41 y4i41.44 Meedessan i7•5 you nailed the windows' shut.
At Lexington, Ky. at night in the attieltic dormitory
Championship . the boys ei•eiiiess still manage to
.sni sees- '69 N : Darrs., 56 get out."
Conaolation Began Ambitiously
.••...irea M.sre., ; 91 Kings Vent organ its gridiron
At Isainirense; Kan. - carver- amb.44.44.1y, looking suea
Charnpionshiga* 1;t:01 a- Maryland. Harvard, seat ds
St. 09 sni. St 57
Consolation •
ac.seas. a7 Arkansas 62
At San Francisco
, Championship
06 Cat .: o2
. Consolation
RUSSIAN WINS SKI JUMP
OSLO, N• 're ay (ft —Nik y
Kamenaky of Rusesa won the
H ...men-K .ttaS slta jump---Nor-
way's me' coveted Spi do 'neon).
—Sunda) wh..e Asten Sernuol-
stteten r,f Sterantniet Springs.
C,1°, firrsehed 37th. r el
Knuasen •if N .rway svon the
omit:Fined title with Alfred Vai-
celotte of H.gh.and Falk, N.Y.
Eno/hang 19th.
r. F. e :7 late, S. a
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CHAPEL HILL, N. C. ir —
The I.:reveres) A North Caro-
14170.4,•-• beeketball game with
Neeze Diame'next year his been
seheduled ter Jan. 3 at t.h e
Charlotte, N. C.. coliseum. The
two tentatively had been seised-
tiled to meet -in Feb" 14, but





l'Al..M BEACH. Fla —Penchi.'
G• • nza defeated t•ew ,.ad,
3-6. 6-4s 6-3. .n their pro terintSs
tour.
pirregunGH , 4-riell won
the team cdiraniiillimeihip in the
Enseein 04liegtaterT' Wrestling
Issirnement.
' KANSAS CITY. NI.,
A43c1 clef r•a' ied Western
85-173 -in' She final rsund
of ate NAilA Bri4ketbieli
M1,NNEAPOLIS — Denner. U.
w-41 the" "Neit A hockey edam -
P.eri hip by.' clef eat.ng Da-
lt...tit U., 6-2.
SNOW BASIN, Mat Charles
-Ferris If Aspens Coles. won the




Veal if Nlah vac, N.Y., won the
Pensacola ()'pen gel! tourtiament
witi 3 72-4'e,le setae of 278.
GI:STA. rea flee i.e.),
sins ,n of Inters, .n the
Wsene sittleholdeses Ault _w.th.
a 77rhsele Score of M."
, MS)S('OW —The- M ecocte• PtW-
St3.rs cicey team defeest,e1 •tre,
',miring ITS:" team. 2-1. in the
fin' aepoesevance i.fl oss
of an American hieokey
1958 First Regional Champs
Indians Win Over Jets 64-60; Will Meet Daviess Co. Thursday,
The Benton High School Ind-
ians of Coach Bill. Farris were
crowned First Review! Cham-
pions Saturday night after a
hard toughs 64-60. win over
county rival North Marshall be-
fore a sell-out crowd in t,he
MSC Sports Arena. Benton will
meet DiiVitISS Coutety, winner of
the Third Region, in the Ken-
tucky State tourney Thursday
night.
Big J. D: Gemmel was the
standout star 01 :he tilt as the
big 6-6 a entur center led the
Indians past the determined Jets
with al whopping 25 points on
11 held goals and three of four
charily 141E.SteS. Paul Dailey. 6-3
senior forward-guard added fuel
to the burning Benton attack
wsh 17 points on six field goals
and a perfect 5 out of 5 from
:h. free threw lines
IMMO 41111•••
Coach Babe McCarthy of
Mississippi State Colejle in
Straksville. Mississippi scoutard
the regional finals here at
Murray Saturday night.
McCarthy is well known in
this area for his coaching
ability and the fine talent he
has developed at Mississippi
State. Murray fans have good
cause to remember big Bailey
Howell, 6-7 Junior center, who
poured in 29 points to lead
the Maroons to a 75-57 win
over the Racers at MSC in
January.
In an interview with a
Ledger arid Times reporter,
Coach McCarthy was lavish
in his praise of J. D. Gammers
25-point performance for the
Indians. He was also impress-
ed with the play of guard
Billy Ricks of North Marshall.
In McCarthy's words, "Gam -
mei looks as good to me as
did Bailey Howell when he
was a senior.- The coach
intimated he would make both
Gammel and Ricks an offer
for a scholarship at Mississippi
State.
McCarthy was attending the
game with an old friend, Jim
Garrison, Manager of Ryan
Milk Company. Garrison is
a native of Mississippi,
'closing minutes to deadlock the
score, .11-11, at the end of the
quarter.
The. North -Marshall Jets built
up a six-point lead on some
fine shoising by Billy Ricks
as the second period got under-
way. The Indians slowly pulled
up and big Gemmel sank a
basket to push Benton out front,
23-22. Then Billy Ricks scored
eight straight points to give
North Marshall a 34-25, lead at
halftime. • --
Benton took the tip at the
beginning of the third quarter.
Gam Mr I pushed ..M a fielder,
Dailey followed thru with six
points. and Joe Dan Gold hit
to put the Indians back out
front. 35-34. Benton led from
Inc to seven points, until the
closing minutes of 'he stanza
when a Lar.mer. Powell and
Ricks' combinatien trimmed the
lead to three points, 45-42.
Ricks scored at the start of
the final canto. Paul IP:4W, whq.
notched only two points iin the
first half, kept banging away
with his swishing right hander
to keep the Indians in the lead
as North tried So close the gap.
North applied the all-court
press in the fourth period In
an effort to shake the Indians.
The Jets quite successfully gave
Benten tremble in bringing the
II down the court but ceuld
Never shatter the traditional cool
'poise of the Benton Chile
Trailing by five points with
less. than four -minutes left. Jim-
My Lampley scored on a charity
toss to cut the gap to four, 58-54.
J. D. -Gemmel was called fir
charging- as he drove for 'he
basket on the return trip down
court. Again Lampley went: to
the charity lane arid this- time
sank two free throws, to pull
within two points. 58-56. It
looked like North might tie. up
the game at this point tile Jerry
Hall was guilty of his 'fifth
personal foul and left the gentle
with 2:51 remaining. Gammel hit
two free throws to make it, 60-
56. The Jets lost possession of
the ball and Benton began to
stall.
Little Monte 'Peck handled the
•••' s• ball superbly in tha staU that
Bert 'in leek the Opt rung tip was killing-- the clock and North's
but failed 'to score -on the re- chances fir survival. Powell
suiting plays Both squads were committed a foul but Peck miss-
"shaky" in the opening. minutes red hi a free 'hr w N-: 'h f;ti!ed
as the evident pressure took its
toll on the reflexes. One minute
and fifty-six secenda after the
opening tip- Jerry Hall broke
the ice with a ,fielder that gave
North a 2-0 irdvan'age.
Larimer added another basks'
and almost three minutes had
gene by before Benton broke
into the scoring column, on a
charity tees by Gemmel, to trail,
4-1. Hall and Ricks ran the
(aunt to 8-1 but Duke and
Gemmel trimmed the lead to
three. 8-5, and Monte Peck scor-
ed six straight- points in the
People 50 to 80
Tear Out This Ad
. .. and mail .it (inlay te find out
how you can still 'apply for a
$1,000 life insurance policy tii
help take care of final expense's
without burdening your family,
You handle the entire trang-
actirenaby mail with OLD- AM-
ERICA 1 of KANSAS CITY. Ni
_obligation No one will call_ on
jroie 5- •
Write today, simply giving
your name. addreial Sand yeer
rif 'birth. Mail te•Oler 'Ariverfiesin
Insurance West 9th, Dept.









210 E. Mmin Phone 886
to score and on the return trip
down court Joe Dan Gold
broke free of the Jet defense
to make it 62-56, as North
Marshall tried desperately to
break up Benton slow down.
Twelve seconds later -Dailey
drew a trip to the free throw
lane and connected on both shots
to give the ' Indfang a 62-56
advantage. Monte Peck drew two
separate trips to the fried line
in the last 55 seconds but missed
orr both, occasions. Ricks and
Larnpley get in a fielder each
in the closing steam& to acceunt
fur the final score, 644-60...
Benten was ti,iw one of the
"sweet sixteen".
As the closing horn .sounded
Benton fans rushed emu the
floor hoisting Coach Bill Farris
and the players to their should-
ers. Clamoring fans carried ,big
Gaminel to the goal where he
stripped the net for the Indian
trophy case.
Tournament m arra ter. Rex
Alexander, made the presentaliiin
of the runners-up and cham-
pionship trophey to North Mai-
shall and Benton respectively.
J. D. Gammel and Billy Ricks
shared scering harems with 25
pants each. Ricks scored on
10 shots from the field and five
eut ef six free 'throws Benton
hit 28 shots from the field as
compared to only 23 for the
Jets but North hit 14 of 17
foul shots (82%) while t h e
Indians connected on 8 if 11
free throws (72%). North Mar-
shall was charged with 13 per-
sonal fouls' and victorious Ben-
ten with 12
First Region Championship •
Benton 11 25 45 64
North Marshall .... 11 30 42 60
Benton (64)
Dailey IT, Gold 8, Peek 4,
Gemmel 25, Peck 8. Duke 2.
- North Marshall (60)
Isampley 15, Larimer 6, Hall
8, Powell 6. Ricks 25.
AUSTRIAN TAKES DOWNHILL
ZERMATT, Switzerland MI —
'Poor Marls of Auestrai wen the
f or -m.: It• Ger/let-grail Derby
derwratid ice Sunday in 7
in:lutes 03 sec rids, while Son-
ia Steld of Gennuns and Erika
Negate of Asiatr.a Lied for fuse
in the w men's °Wives) ?oiler.-
mina Terry End and Tammy Dix
firsabed 14th end 16: ti, reepee-
tively In the a- .men's nice.
BOUT POSTPONED
NEW ORLEANS 414 —A 10-
round is tat sehechiled tenight
between third - ranlimng hest-
weight contender Ralph Dopes
• f New Del...Gin, a n d Kamen
Fuentes of Los Angeles has been
p,etaxeried because Dupes has a
erre thn.at and hew bIt sxi pres-
sure.
WeeitherNienoes




Infant Sizes 3i/2 to 8
Black Patent
Sizes
Infants 51/2 to Boys 3
$495 - $695
Largest Selection In Our History
ALL SIZES AND WIDIIIS - A lib Dr
FAMILY SHOE STORE
-
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*HIP
Co. Thursday,
11 shots (82%) while t h e
trans connected on 8 of 11
e throws (72%). North Mar-
di was charged with 13 per-
al fouls. and victorious Ben-
with 12.
First Region Championship
uon 11 25 45 64
rth Marshall   11 30 42 60
Benton (84)
lailey 17, Gold 8, Peek 4,
inrnel 25, Peck 8, Duke 2.
- North Marshall (60)
ampley 15, LariMer 6, Hall
Powell 6, Ricks 25.
STRIAN TAKES DOWNHILL
',F,RMATT, Swiitzerilland 611 -
Mark cif Atastthei Wein tbe
• Gernergrert Derby
s-raylt ski Rice Suncby Tzi T
-item 0.3 sec ride. while Son-
Sperl if Gernsena- . anti Erika
leer of AMU-A Laud fur ftrst
the w.imen's ca• (+gory. . Amen -
is Terry End and Tammy Dix
abed 14th and h. rospec-
tidy in the eemen'i race.
BOUT POSTPONED
EW ORLEANS IS -A 10-
ni scheduled tenieht
v.-sen :hied - rarbien.g hrge-
sae etest ender Relph Dupes
New Orison: a n d Hamar
Tete of Los Angeles Nas been
tponed because Dupes has
throat and low bleed pre -
noes
iD GIRLS
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Male Help Wanted I
e HAVE an opening for a
:visor, wen State Ineurnanee
.f Kentucky. Witte stating
.ntennation or oak in per-
& 209 Suithrie Bldg., fkiducalle









Wages Up To $140
Per Week
We will train personnel from
this immediate area. No pgv-
lout experience necessary as
a,those accepted will be trained
Wunder the supervision and
1 
guidance of our organization.
You will train and work on
- practical equipment. This will
be arranged so as not to in-




If you wish to discuss your
qualifications with our per-













SINGER Sewing Machine Sales.
Service on all Phone
Leon Hall, 934-J before 8:00 or
after 4:00. Al2C
Mattresses Rebuilt lee- new.
West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co.,
Paducah, Ky. Murray represen-
tative Tabem Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549. TFC
FOR RENT
I IA VE TOOLS, Will Rent. Wax-
ers. orbit-ad sanders, vacuums,
lawn rollers. Starks Hardware,
12111 and Poplar.- Phone 1142.
TFC
2 ROOM furnished down stairs
garage apartmeht. 1 mile from
college on Coldwater Road, Call
388-J or -1625. ' 11418,Pi.
FEMALE HELP-.I
MAKE MONEY at home assem-
bkng our Items. No tools. .Ex-
perience un.neceteaary. Lee Mfg.,
851)7 W. 3rd., Lus Angeles 41,
WILL M17C
TEACHERS!
Opining .for ambitious teach-
ers-who are willing to work
40 hours per week for income
that will exceed $100 per
week. Do not answer this un-
less you are free to work
from to 10 weeks this sum-
mer. - Give age, subject' or
grade teaching and where, in
confidence. Box 32-0, Mur-
ray, Ky.
FOR SALE
9 MILK GOATS, eerie register-
ed, two fresh, ethers to freshen.
See E. C. Morton, 51/2 miles
south of Lynn Grove, at Tay-
lor's Store. M17P
CLUB HOUSE, on snores of
Kentucky Lake. Ideal for two
parties or some club, beet fish-
ing on Ky. ,Lake, has five rooms,
screened perch 20 x 60. Easy
tenms. For information write
Box 807, or call 36, Pares, Term.
M I7C
NEW BRICK 2 bedaesom house,
electric heat, double garage, one
acre land; 1 mile fnotn Murray
on Coldwater Hwy. H. W. Boyd,
Route I.
156 ACRES of band, 51/2 rnaltS
N.W. of Murray, south of Coles
Clamp Ground church. Robert
Crouse, Rt. 2, Murray. Phone
949-R-4. M19C
HOUSE TO BE wrecked and
moved. Geod rough lumber.
Call 570-34 hog. further informa-
tion. Ml 9P
Positien Wanted
PART TIME work as meet cut-
ter or grocery clerk. Age 43, 25
years experience. Familiar wisth
self - service meet deityartznent,
can cut by hand or power saw,
wrap, label merchandise, etc. In
business for self for nine years.
Write Box 32-N. M17C
LOST & FOUND
LOST': Dental braces. Wire and
pin luoite. Reeernbles bridge
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) IA ad Doiaa WW1 le
ht...., toe ao.y. arrnect in Miami
Lea.. for • tw, Via:Ali/a from
his I•arter-trat busIncsa. he became
eta...shed I', an intrigue As he was
Loins turned ...limy Crum • nut•i be-
tause he iiks A • resertation. • vol
t.0 ii bevel wen before greeted him
as oel flan, and insisted U•st the
I. , ‘iers site him • room
Was Mart. Mending. dancer in
tl, floor show the hotet's night
chi. She had smiled out Brad as •
proles tor against • man who was
spying on her nomet Maly She lid
not want is. 814..41 to tiern,me
▪ wait fearful of the consequences
Up... being piet,,id for details Marta
colInded to Brad that she had
• of the hiding place of 1250,000.
b.... promised him half if he would
prote.t tier she recoiered it.
Brad was to sieet Marta at her
chi aria ler IMO evening show Ile
four.) h cabana unoccupied and
f. • tit 'odium. were on the rug.
C'..1.1,1111. 'Bred tett the plea. as lie
hail found it When picked pp by the
police for questioning the nazt morn-
ing Read not 1.11 them he found
• rap mil leper there bearing the
rm.... and ar *Jack Forbes.''
Upon being released Brad went to s
newspaper ant e to seek in Its flies
'affirms/don about Jack Forbes, who
etrangely ilisapprarcd. lid followed
up • lead the newspaper. files gave
him by questioning Forbes' former
,erripltiyer. Tom Lear. Lear. while
warning Brad to drop the case, 14.4
slip the name of Joan Morria • girl
friend of Portiere....
CHAPTER 12
JOAN MORRIS, Lear had said.
J It was the only lead I had.
And no I called Joan Morris.
There were three In the book.
The first one I Palled ran Fl board-
inghouse and mounded like seven-
ty The second one didn't answer.
The third one had an eager,
youngish votes. I could hear music
in the background and a babble
Of voicee.
I was getting a little weary of
making like a writer. So I said
I'd been • friend of Jack Forbes.
I said I'd met Jack shortly be-
fore -he'd died and he'd told me
about her and had asked me to
look her up when I was next in
ee_34iami. rd said I wduld. And
here I was. -
She Was idlent for a moment
tind I was afraid she might brush
me off. But then she said ifl a,
small, subdued voice, "Well, I'll
be here for a couple of hours,
anyhow. Why don't you drop
by?"
I said I wopld. The address she
gave me was on the Beach, a
couple of miler; south of my hotel.
I told her I'd meet her In art
hour and a half. That would give
Ore plenty of time to drop by my
hotel for a shower and a change
nt (letting. I'd also he able ta
pi, k up any news of Marta that
Might have come In.
The desk clerk at the Stratford
Arms stared at me and swallowed
nervously. I'd obviously become
_Iv  notorious figure. ,Marta, he
told. me In n quavering voice. was
*till missing
I took my key and went to my
room. I opened the door Two
men were in my room One of
them leaned -against the dresler
The other mit in the chair 'by the
window-the one Marta had eat
in vhen she'd come to my room.
The man in the chair was
Wade, the detective lieutenant.
"Come in, Dolan." he said.
"Gee," I said. "Thanks."
"Where've you been?"
"Well, let's see. Just after I
left you this morning, I knocked
off a small loan company on 17th
Street. You might have heard
something about that. And then
there was this old lady-widow-
woman, she was. I didn't really
mean to hurt her, but she
screamed and I got my hands on
her throat, and I geese I just
sort of blacked out, and-"
Wade interrupted me. 'We
have ways," he said, "of taking
care of jokers. Where've you
been?"
I shrugged. "After I left you
I went to the Miami Gazette's
library. I told you I've been out
of touch with the news for a few
months. I went there to catch
up on things."
"Any .specific things?"
He sesas persistent. "Like the
Jack Forbes murder?"
"Who is, this guy Forbes? I
mean I know who he is, or was
-I found that out today. But
why keep throwing him at me?"
"Never mind," Wade said.
"Where else did you go?"
"To see a friend."
"The friend's name?"
I could nee no percentage In
lying to him. "Tom Lear," I
said.
He scribbled In a notebook.
"Where'd you meet him?"
"In a barroom on Key BIB-
cayne The Riptide."
"What's Lear do for a living?"
"lie operates an air service.'
/10 wore a self-satisfied look
now. "That wouldn't by any
chance be the Caribbean Air
Service, would it?"
"Yeah. I thin so, now that
you mention it."
"Isn't that where Jack Forbes
used to work?"
"I think [Aar mentioned it."
'What's your angle, Dolan?
What are you trying to find?"
I. walked across the room to
Wade. "Now. wait • minute," I
said. "First of an I think I re-
member reading somewhere that
you guys have got to have a
search warrant before you can
bilst into e man's room like this,
end go through his things the
way I'm sure you characters
have. And second of-all rtn get-
ting a little sick of being pushed
around!. I told you all I know
this morning. I carne here look-
ing for a couple of weeks' fun
and relaxation ant I hadn't been
here five minutef before I found
myself up to my ears in pome
tort of a mess that I don't even
understand. The broad's missing.
All right. I'm sorry. I hope 
no-
body's hurt her. But I hardly
knew her, and I certainly didn't
have anything to do with her dis-
appearance. So I went through
Old newspapers trying to find out
'I'Fnc
who Jack Forbet was, and er!. •
he had to do with thing.5
so I met his ex-boss and asked a
lot of questions about Forbes I
still haven't found out what m
got to do with things. And if
you hadn't thrown his name at
me this morning I'd have had no
reason to try and find out who
he was, what his importance
might be to this mess I had to
do something to try and clear
myself. I couldn't-and can't just
sit around and wait for you char-
acters to find a body and hang
a bum rap on me. Forbes was a
tramp pilot. He got in some sort
of mess down in Coronado and
got himself knocked off. That's
all I know."
"That's quite a speech. Dolan."
Wade said.
The other man hadn't opened
his trap until then. "What're we
waiting for, Ed," he said. "Let's
take him tn."
"Take it easy, Bill," Wade said.
He turned to me. "So you told




"You heard me," I said. "Now
If you guys don't mind clearing
out I want to shave and shower.
I've got a date."
"A date with who?"
'Whom," I said. "Audrey Hep-
burn. Now how about it?"
"How much stuff you gonna
take from this wee guy, Ed?"
Wade's buddy wanted to know.
"1 don't think you told us
everything, Dolan. I think you
forgot and left out one or two
things. Maybe I can nudge your
memory. .Sonletime last night-
or early this morning-after 2:15,
when marts Blanding was last
seen, and before 6:15 this morn-
ing, when the messed-up rabann
was discovered, you were in that
cabana."
I knew then what MI game
was. But Iii bluff it out till he
glowed me his hand. "Yeah?
What makes you think that?"
"I don't think you're as stupid
as you sound, Dolan. We didn't
fingerprint you this morning be-
cause we weren't booking you.
But your prints are on file in
Washington, just like several
million others. We got 'em down,
here, Dolan. Maybe you didn't
know they could send finger-
prints over the wire now, did
you. Dolan? We got 'em down
here, like I say. And you want
to know something, Dolan' Those
prints matched prints taken off
the Inside of the sliding glass
door to the main portion of Marta
Blrindinges entwine Somebody-
and 3 guess it goes without say-
ing that we know who that was
-had made a clumsy effort at
wiping those prints off the Vasa.
With a handkerchief or a shirt
tall or some sort of cloth.eWhat
do you think of that, Dolan?"
1 knew then that he held -the
ace card.
• (To Bo Continued)
CARD OF THANKS
We would like to express our
thanks to each and every one
of our fine feierbds, neighbors
and relatives for their prayers,
kindrices, sympathy, and help in
every way, which was given _In
Ts the illness and death of our
loved one, Jewel Holley. Words
()annul expa-ees our thanke. We
especially want to tlhiank the
doctors and nurse.; and those
who gave blood, also the Miller
Funeral Beene for their kind-
ness. Also the pallbearers and
Bro. Hill, Bro. Turner for their
prayers and consoling words.
The eingem and piamet of South
Pleasant Grove tor the songs.
The flowers were beautiful. And,
for the friends who brought in
food and for everything else
that was done fur US, was very
much appreciated. We would
like through God's help and this
means, to thank everyone of
you as *it would be knpoesalale
•
•-I
&sr Un to thank each one per-
sonally.




money during your ware hours.
?dna. B. averages $1.62 per hour.
Pleasant work. No car or even-
ing work required. Should have
12 or more spare hours per
week. Write Mrs. Bette Piercey,
P.O. Box 1006, Jackson, Tenn.,
or phone Jackson 2-1880 after
8:00 p.m. If rural include direc-
tions to borne and phone num-
ber. M17C
Services Offered I
DEAD STOCK removed tree
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt -service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
1308. A7C
TO ATTEND CENTENARY
THE HAGUE, Holland GI -
Prince Bernhard will leave ear-
ly in May for Ns scheduled trip
to Canada and the United
States. He will go first to Van-
couver can the occasion of the
Centenary celebrations of Bri-
tish Columbia. Then he will go
fo San Francisco, WaStuniftsx1
and New York before leaving
M' borne on May 23.
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United Proms Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON ill -The light-
er side of Congress:
His younger colleagues - and
that includes pertly nearly
everybody in congress - were
variously amazed, unbelieving,
and envious when Rep. Usher
L. Burdick (R-N.D.) took himself
a third bride.
Burdick is 79 and just barely
recovered from a long hospitali-
zation for a variety of ailments.
The new Mrs. Brudick is 30-ish.
She is pretty and trim as Usher
is weather-beaten - well -
ample.
Old man Burdick, as he tends
to be known by some of the
junior septuagenarians, mere
sexagenarians, and other young-
sters in congress, now has given
a hint of his secret. He keeps
fit with wheat germ.
Down near the bottom end
of the time-table in congress
is Rep. Erwin Mitchell (D-Ga.),
who took his seat in January
at age 33. Mitchell, during a
meeting of the house veterane
rommitee, was apologizing to h
witness for his inexperience, lack
of seniority, etc.
The witness was Maj. Gem
Melvin J. Maas, a former house
member from Minnesota, one of
the many two-party states where
- -regularly -have---to
fight for their seats, sometimes
twice in a year, in the primaries
and again in the general elec-
tions.
It always has been a:,;, sore
point with these members that
those from one-party states like
George, once in, tend to stay
in, surviving their way inexor-
ably upwards to the committee
chairmanshiPs and other posi-
tions of congressional power.
So as Mitchell spoke modestly
of his lowly status Maas, himself
one of those who finally failed
to come track, grinned.
"Coming from where you do,
Congressman Mitchell," he re-
plied with what sounded like
resignation, "that will be ctired
by time."
On the other side of the capi-
tol the junior member le Sen.
Frank Church (D-Idaho).Churchs
at 33, is one of the senate's
most unfettered orators. How-
ever, with only a little more
than a year's service in this
gentleman's club where tenure is
reckoned in decades, he has as
yet only a nodding acquaintance
with the rules.
One of these is that senators
while speaking must stand at
their desks. But Church isn't
given to standing still while he
talks. Debating the problems of
mail men recently he ranged
far and wide over the floor
carrying h i s message as I.*
special delivery to shocked in-
dividual colleagues.
Only when he was spent did
WATERY LEATHER
LONDON - Moscow Radio
reported that the Russians now Sports Read The
are making shoes out of whale e ,
skin. Liedger Sports Page
Sen. Frank Carlson (R-Kon.)
remind him of his peregrinating
transgression.
"I was wondering if the gent-
leman frontIdaho was operating
as a city carrier or a rural
carrier?" Carlson inquired, ever
so gently.
Rep. Omar Burleson (D-Tex.)
told his homefolks the other
day that' what causes much of
the trouble in Washington is
a combination of' wide moth
and narrow mind.
Getting down to specifics, he
said ,one problem is what to
do about farmers. And this re-
minded ben ef the eat
ran, after the freight train.
The dog had no trouble at
all catching the train, but then
he-ha d a hard time doing much
with it.
Snyder, an assistant
Defense Secretary who has been
under attack e in -congress for
alleged secrecy in the Pentagon,
event before a house armed
services subcommittee this week
to say it isn't so that he bottles
up news.
- Unfortunately reporters could-
n't cover his congressional ap-
pearance. Th e subcommittee
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Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St. Phone 262
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JUST A FEW SNORT DAYS AGO
AbillIE SCRAPPLE RECEIVED A
LETTER THAT HAS TURNED





THAT LETTE-A'S GOIN '






by Raeburn Van Buren
HE'S GOT TO 'MT HE WILL
COME BAC:K TO ME - AUNT Anita I
AND YOU-JUST THE KNOW (rOffirI.








OLD. DA I S`1
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IT'S A CRIME PC:( HIGH-
SPERRITED GALS LIKE YO'
AN' ME T' WASTE OUR
LIFES ON BROKE-DOWN
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Mr. and Mrs. Ruble- Thurman of Murray -announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter. Edna Befle. to Mr. Bill Bailey Wig-
gTh. On of Wiggins and the late Clarence
G. Wiggins. also of Murray..
The Wile-elect is a graduate of Murray Training
School class of 1956 and formerly attended Nashville
BUsiness College • and Murray State College.
Mr. Wiggins is a goipd nate of Murray High School
class of 1955 and attended Murray State College. Mr.Wiggins is now employed at the Air Reduction Chemical .Company in Calvert'rity. Kentucky.. 
The Mute Department of theThe wedding will take place on Sunday.-April 13. Murray Wttrromple Club will pre-195g. at three o'clock at the Cherry Corner Baptist pent -A Pans. Strese Scene." aChurch. Imitations are being sert to out-of-town guests. &ehstr. sh se. a: the club house• Tt,';,• I .. • -istid 4."!.E.••• !- ::r,, ..:•••,i ••• at 8 pm. Admseson will be 50e.
I! cris Mesdames E. .1.
Pri--.1e. W. H. Mae in. F Mc-
C ,nnt :7. Grace M • r.•. )Kilksam
• R min Pr- icecsstch.
• : ••• sT .W. S *Vann,.





. * • •
aveanesday.- March 19
ms-rnsup and !sea eveemg Tbs., W man's AuxtIlary at S:.
8•00 pm. It will be inven in J1171. Elist"'Ciat Chum"'will
the Murray State Ceklege audi_ meet at.. Ij00 at the twine of
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Needay, March 17 - Schwa ream at 2:30 p.m. Hostess
The Toaatmfete,tes Club will will be Mrs. J. C. Joiner_ _
at the W man's Club Mrs. Helen Loestter.. Mrs. Bun
at 6 p.m. f..r a (honer Swann will have the program:
• • • •
• • • • _— Another performance of -Alice
The Yung Women's Claws of In Wonderland", wJ1 be pre-
F.rst Baptist Church wail
et al 7:30 in the evening at
Murray Eleceric
re Freesia Kuykenclakl.'s group
sin charge.
• • • • • _
The Alice Watt-re— relr .0f`
:as _ rase Mathisaisit -Church- wall
:n socl hall of the
lurch 7:30 al the evening.
The Murray -Manufacturing
'.V ...ass Club meet at-4:00 in
es evening at the Guest House
r a dilute; meeting. Hoseasseis
.2 beeldesdames Albert Crider,
:) L.- Dtasoltes.s. and T Ern-
therger.
• • • •
sce. in W
Mernirable etary, wttl
- • presented by the Murray
-site Theater today at 9:30 In
'erred by the Murray S
-Theater at Inc a m. The pet-'
f-rmance _will be giten in the
Murray Slate auditor.um. lbts
ch.:siren's play is Jointly 9pon-
'gored by she Sock - and Etuakth 
Club and the., Murray Branch
01 the American Asstociation of
University W,enen.
• • •
• • • • _ Cirtle III of the WSCS of the
- First Methodist Church wJl
meet LI 2:30 in the name • of
Mrs. Cal:e J'ones.- West Main
Street. Mrs. Autry Farmer has
charge of the Pragrarn. Co-hos-"
tabs is Mrs. Essie Brown.
• • • •
Circe I of the First Methodist
Church WSCS wen meet in the
s,cialh.J at the church at 2:30.11
I WEI W. Main St. Tolephone 13(
YOUR HOMF-WN CED LOAN O.'L` 
MURRAY LOAN CO.
a
Mrs. Wayne Picklas on t e
*CS/lc/water Ftaad.
• • • •
ta.r.um.
• • • • •
Circle- IV of the First Metho-
-t Church's WSCS will' meet Thursday. March 20 •
the callege etass onn a..., 7:30 The Susannah Wesley Circle
'. !rir. ever..ng. of the Par.s Distect will meet
• • • at 11:00 in :he morning in the
/anise of if arepal Proctor in
•
. - Tuesday, March 18 Water Vagey.
The Murray &ea.-nib:a. of • • • •
susaw 14-U4—F-sleet in
the Locrise Hall at 7:30 in the
.even.ing.
• • • •
The Eva Wall Circle of :he
Msin .r.at Etskar-iS! Church will
eses :n the hame of Mrs. T. A.
Toscker ar. 2:30 in the after-
n e in.
. • • •
,
The Gladys McE:rith
meet at 7:30 in the
trig in the home of Mrs.




The Thu Phi Lambda sorority
wal meet at 700 in the evening
At '1002 Sharp areet.
• • • •
The Tri Sigma Alumni lei::
agernete House at 7:30 in the












leo y•ur old rssch:11•
Yes. 100'73 swir•




Desiree Styled Cabinets •
ASK US ilLOUT THE PE AFF
LIFETIME GUARANTEE






The D-rcra., awe; at t,he F
Dalto.r.7 ('hurch wr.1.1 meet at 7:3, i
in he mam.ret far a brealetas
at the Coils-vale Grill Gs-sup
VII is in charg.• Mrs. Doy-
ce • Morns as captain.
qv • • •
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Viiornan's Club will
have a pellick !sipper at 630
pm. at the (club house. Rune:rig
C Crtfratlee IS C- L-4•CI 4 Woyn..
IT. I. S:edd, Rue Cher-
,:.. and Car72s:e Cirtichin. Has-
-- -4,`; are• Meeidames C. la
S'h.risar,ugh. Sy'sta Atkins, B
F. Seherff.tLi and Nt.sses Came
R Sias lealye Sarter_and_ Mar)
gpeuker will be Dr
A:ta Pressm of Murray St-a•e
• • • • .
Thursday. March 27
This Zaea 'Deportment .f thE
Murray Within's Club will
-see at. 7:30 .n the et ening at:ie club heise. The _program
eal be "What's. My Line". Hos-• ,•stit.6 are Mesdames Joe Raker
ssaleson, C. C. Lawry. L. D.
Robert 0. M:11ef. Luther',ranee, and Lester Nanny.
• • •
The lf,ent• ,DEesartmers. of •ht-
..! LI rray Wi,mian's Club w 1 ;• • 1:00 $m. •te-
' •r 'be annual ase,
preeram Prof. !Lenart Far-i-.1- In Ctrarat
Prs *Tam Prr ree-rva• .,rks, ea11 Mrs Ma yna
' bof ,rs W.O.nocatay
!f Nlehrkirn.- vra,y
r .rd Itagessale. 0 C. If1: • Cforn Doran,
It. Plittrri arot J.
f/u`ond.
tr-




. :two young women caused
se-me scientific hair to stand
en end. Both 
NEW YORK IP —Chest X-rays
DEILh011selltlits_IToN
United Prom Science Editor
f
...owed an extensite "infiltration
process" which meant-that 'some-
thing was being breathed into
them but wis not being breathed
out..
t isn't good, as you lean
see, and so. three doctors in-
vestigated the young women wi:h
a who - don- it thoroughness.
Neither worked .with chemicals
no to Wee:ea v.liere there were
fumes of any sort. There seemed
no clue until it was found that
both used hair sprayers.
natural and- As Drs. Martin Bergmann. Je- as thoserrme Flanck. and Herman T.
Blumenthal of Jewish Hospital,
St. remarked in :heir -
report: "Hair spray is currently
one of the most widely used
cosmetic preparations." But off-
hand you might not thillic use
inhaled much of the stuff. 'hey
added.
However, they made a poin!
of_ watching women spray their
hair and telt they had- solved
the mystery. "To anyone who
has seen users of these cosinetics
envelop themselves in gre a t
clouds of mist, often spraying
the hair above the forehead in
such a manner that the spray
is 'directed stfaigh: at the noSeand mouth. :here can be no
question that considerable in-
halation can occur in son, e
cases," they reported.
Both young women, gave up
hair-spraying The lung infiltra-
s ns cleared a: snce. The ques-
•. o then was what had hay
etre- .tajff shas had
- —
PERSONALS
?dm. Mary Ionise /Soker aralMrs.. - :km Week.. a"oriefi•ii
zi-ime -.4 Magnets!• 133 (ASS at the NIsintics mar/acid on Friday-.irtrat Miss Weelta `fer"V,•1 ani.•
• • • •
Mr. pr,..1 I la tri I to. t,
so' ,of Murray, is a seeaents, the Yank-shah !foe:vital to
sine. Tetal Jim wife, Mrs
and eon., Duren*. Iit.itie_,ef




:. f Injuries, to youthful rocket
nthusiasts a-411 be a topic at
the , President's Conference on




intiltis col It had been "trans-
ported." obviously. but I,) where?
liver! kidneys? ear lymph nodes?
They cut three lyrept, n,•des
I fr, m one of them aild found
c. uldn't be investigated in :his
say.
But the residue of a hair
spray was injected into -guinsa
pigs -and after :he passage of
enoygh time to permit hrans-
partation." the scientists found
clear- changt-s in certain cells
of liver and spleen. They were
characteristic of dram% known 
to go kith substantial infiltraSon
sat fauvism substances with large
molecules into human—chemistry. --
Among t hese substances are
synthetic resins such
in hair sprays.used
In body. chemistry these 'sub-
stances are very slory broken
down 'and disposed of. While
his is going on, they're kept
in storage in fa: 'depots. The
Extent (if the harm which could
come from this is not thoroughly
understood — it might be ex-
'.reme or slih. But the potential
is one to take very seriously .
and 'hat Is why the doctors' ,
reper, was published bt the
New ErgIsna Journal of Medi- •
cine.•
No one had any -desire 0.
scare as men away. :rift, th,
spay-w.t -t...keeping :heir has
The etvca.rs pointed
that the Plecise substances in
hair sprays tiers .trade aecre
although Is wit* they had
contain in addition to a gaseous
propellant. "various synthetic and
natu
been aqueous or alcoholic solutions."
.How much hearing du you
have left? How much cerrec-
tion do you need' Your chart
from an Audiometric test by
trained BEL TONE experts
will measure the correction
you need.
The few minutes spent for
:his test can be the most im-
purtant of )0E4 life. Alter
proper testing you will know
what type hearing help is
aest suited to you. There is
'no ' obligation. whatsoever.
BELTONE offers you hearing
with nothing in the ear.
ALPS FORGIVEN—Joyce Greller. the part-time writer sub°
leaped to ths stage of the Lyceum theater In New York and
slapped-actor Kenneth Haigh instils a performance, gives
out with a big smile as he shakes hands with her on her re-
turn to apologize. Wit got -earned pm": f& Ma role in
. -Look Back in Anger." befternahreasa 'aostassainiof
HARD OF HEARING?
Write in today for a FREE
Tryout of BELTONE'S Invisible
Hearing Glasses
exclusive invisible hearing
glasses in your home. Litera-
ture mailed on request.
All of our wonderful BEL-
TONES may be purchased on
convenient terms.
Ves. I would like to have
your trained B EL TON E
Consultant come to my
home and give me a FREE
tryout of BELTONE'S in-.,
vItilble hearing aid. I un-





B ELTON E HEMIANG
Write or phone today for thigh. - - SERVICE
FSFR trwo.it. .of._ iir1  TONE-Ts- 7-04111--N-r- dove; -Pwthrsalt;-1Cr--









This discount is off the regular new car price here in Murray!
Offer Good Through March
.1958 TONTIACS scored these victories at the 9th Annual NASCARSafety and Performance trials at Daytona Beach, Florida. from February9th thru 23rd:
1, Led all the way to win the 160 niiTe Gran 4 National race for strictly- stock passenger care.
2. Flying mile speed trials- nt,"144.34rt piles per hour.
3. Grand National time trials at 14 0.540 miles per hour.
4. 30 m.p.h. safety passing tests.
SO m.p.h. safety passing tests.
6. Awarded Pure Oil Manufacturers Award for pointti 'gained informance at Daytona Beach events.
•
Per-
You Can't Beat This Value Anywhere
COMPLETE REPAIR
We Specialize on all makes Automa-
tic Transmissions. We can take care
of any of your car needs.
NEW PONTIAC
-Special $2099"
122-inch wheel base, -270 h.n., wall to wall
carpet. • direction_ signals, dual head lights,
smoxl 4 tires, non-glare instrument panel.
MAIN STREET MOTORS
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